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DEEP THOUGHTS
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The Unfolding
The biggest event of all of our lifetimes has now begun to come clear and I believe we are still only in
the first phase – the panic.
It will most likely play out in three acts over several years:
First, the panic, which is the liquidity phase.
Then the hope, which is the correction phase.
And finally, the insolvency, the brutal phase that changes everything, including the system itself.
As you know, my view has not been about what should be done or how it should be done. I’m simply
not qualified to make an informed view. I don’t wish to get dragged into the shitshow of political or
ethical polarity now taking place, which is becoming a ugly battle of hunting out those with opposing
views or just different views, and accusing them of either not caring about society as a whole over the
functioning of the state or the economy, or being fearmongers, driving the economy into the ground
with resultant adverse knock-on effects and handing over what few civil liberties societies have to
increasingly authoritarian powers.
We’ve seen this kind of narrative before – in US politics and Brexit for example, and it leads to nothing
but an even more polarised society, which appears to want to rip itself apart at the seams with finger
pointing and ugliness.

I want nothing to do with that. The answers always lie in the grey. In the realities. In the middle ground.
The answer is always to be a pragmatist and not an ideologist.
The facts are simple and indisputable.
But our job is not even to trade the facts as they are backwards-looking, but to trade the future – the
reaction function of people, government and markets.
Our job is to trade the future narrative, try to get to grips with possible outcomes and then act when
we see investment opportunities.
Even more importantly, our job is also to financially protect ourselves and our families from the
economic events that are unfolding.

The Facts – The Virus
Let’s first look at the up-to-date virus facts.
GMI publishes these on a daily basis on the GMI website and LinkedIn pages, and also on my and Remi’s
Twitter (@RaoulGMI @RemiGMI) and my LinkedIn. We have made these pieces public to give everyone
a factual anchor in a whirlwind of news, misinformation and false narratives – an easily accessible daily
rundown on what is happening, and a simple model of potential future outcomes based on the Wuhan
experience and, increasingly, off the Italy experience.
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We are not trying to forecast any outcomes for the virus. We are trying to provide important contextual
information. Things won’t play out like a model, they never do.
Models are dangerous false narratives, built on assumptions on limited data sets. Context is everything,
however. That is my strong opinion and always has been with regards to models.
The pandemic is in its exponential phase (basically the definition of a pandemic). The total number of
active cases is still growing and hit 450,000 on Saturday morning (the time of writing this section). It
won’t be long now before we hit one million active cases (probably in around a week as we do not see
an overall slowing occurring yet) ...

The global total of confirmed cases has reached 650,000...
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Total deaths have risen in the same exponential fashion. It has reached 30,000. It should double over
the next week or so...

These are the facts.
After that, it is just grappling with the data to create a narrative. People are torturing themselves to
extrapolate death rates, true actual numbers (the untested) and then trying to fit their own narratives
on it. Leave that to others. It will not help.
Even using total new daily cases doesn’t help much because it’s a function of the number of tests each
day and not the virus spread. Yes, the rate of change will matter but it’s too early to know what is real
and what is spurious. As you can see, the chart slows and then jumps frequently, but it is still going up
and fast...
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When we look at Europe, things are especially grim with the total number of cases being over 300,000...

The total count of active cases is about a quarter of a million people...
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Daily deaths are continuing to rise in a relatively smooth line...

As is the total number of deaths...
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Daily new cases again are more volatile, so we cannot infer that the rate of change has reached the
tipping point yet...

You can appreciate the false hope that can be triggered by these daily charts when you look at the chart
of recent deaths in Italy...
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But after weeks of total lockdown, after overwhelming the healthcare system in several major regions,
we can suggest that peak active cases in Italy has likely been reached (whether we get a second wave
is a different matter for the future) ...

And the total deaths index will always lag...
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But as Italy was first to see the virus, we can benchmark other EU countries against it. This makes Spain
and Germany very concerning...

The UK is also lagging as they went into shutdown much later than other countries. I do fear that the
UK will see more cases than Italy, although at this point this is just conjecture.
Smaller countries are seeing different growth rates, as we have seen across the world. As yet, the factors
that create the differences are not clear to anyone, it’s all guesswork. The Nordic countries are the only
ones that do not show the same trend rates of growth.
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When we look elsewhere, we can see cause for concern in Canada, Australia and Brazil. My guess is that
India’s curve has only just begun... the inability to test in such a vast and poor country makes it
impossible to get clean data yet...

Japan has a dampened trajectory, but it’s still not good...
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And places in Asia like Malaysia are also seeing continued growth...

But the US, with its late start and mixed response across states is, as I predicted, becoming the largest
concern of all (at this stage) ...
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Deaths are exploding higher too...

And it is likely to exceed the number of cases in Europe due to the later start in taking action...
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Using the Wuhan data, we should begin to see Europe hit peak in the first week of April. Will this model
hold out with Europe’s less stringent lockdown than that of Wuhan? We have no idea. But it’s something
for context...

And if it does hold then that would suggest that the US peaks towards the end of April. However, at this
point we are making so many assumptions that it is not very reliable. We just don’t know.
We also don’t know if the US opens up and gives up on the lockdown strategy of some states. Like
Europe, some states are going full lockdown and others are not. What does that mean? Will Alabama
be Denmark? Or will it be something more like NYC? We just don’t know.
And herein lies a very big potential problem...
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The Facts – The Economy
It is now indisputable that this is the biggest economic event of the last 150 years, just as I feared.
In China, we had the largest fall ever recorded in the PMI... maybe the worst piece of economic data in
history...

Retail Sales is just mind-blowing...
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It’s the same with Industrial Production...

As well as Car Sales...
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And Fixed Asset Investment...

Australian Consumer Confidence imploded...
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As did the PMI...

HK PMI repeated the same...
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As did the Japanese PMI...

Europe suffered the biggest fall in history, with services being hit more than anything else...
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And it was the same in the UK...

The US is in the same boat...
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Strikingly, the unemployment picture in the US is catastrophic...

And that is only going to deteriorate, knocking on into Continuing Claims...

All of these shocking data points are as of the middle of March at the latest. Two weeks ago. Before
Italy totally shut. Before the UK lockdown. Before Spain shut. Before NYC shut. Before India shut. Before
all the bad stuff...
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We are heading into a world where QoQ GDP will be down between 20% and 30% everywhere. Maybe.
It might be down even more. We just can’t tell.

Never before have we seen the entire world shut down, stop, and then stay shut for six to eight weeks
(at a minimum).

What does this all mean?
Now we are in the land of macro probabilistic forecasting and narratives. This is where GMI has been
leading this entire thing from the start, well ahead of almost every other quality research service in the
world.
The narrative is about to shift.
We saw the first piece of evidence that I was looking for. The worst unemployment data imaginable and
the market rallied.
That is telling us that the market and the narrative have roughly caught up. This is why I closed my
shorts in equities as I feared the 20% sharp rally.
In conversations with many hedge funds, I get the sense that everyone is now ready to buy the dip. The
narrative is now slightly ahead. These funds and many asset allocators want to look through the Vshape or the U-shape and rent the upside.
Yes, there are some crazy valuations. Some special situations, some credit, etc is super cheap. I get it.
However, having done this for thirty years, I do have some understanding of how this usually plays out.
Usually, these first brave souls put some money to work, often seduced by a narrative like the quarterend rebalancing flows. They look at the economic data and say, it’s in the price.
They are right. The current situation is pretty much priced in.
BUT...
Experience tells me that an event of this magnitude always leads the markets to go a bit further than
rational. The final panic is likely still to come, and I think all the early dip buyers will be stopped out.
Only then will we get to the low for this move and can assess.
If you gave a kid a chart of recessions and the peak to trough move in the SPX and said, ok, in a really
bad recession, what is the general decline? The answer would be somewhere around 40 to 50%.
•
•
•
•
•

1970 saw QoQ GDP -4.2% and the market fell 37%.
1974 saw QoQ GDP -4.8% and the market fell 45%.
1980 saw QoQ GDP -8% and the market fell 27% (but was already the cheapest market in a
generation and not owned by anyone).
2001 saw QoQ GDP -1.7% and the market fell 51% (mild recession but most overvalued market
in history and over-owned by everyone).
2008 saw QoQ GDP -8.4% and the market fell 58%.

Currently, we have the most (or second-most) overvalued market in history with a -25% QoQ GDP (or
whatever) and the peak to trough in the SPX has been -34%.
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It feels like the move is not finished. It is possible but it is far from certain.
As you know, I have been using 1929 as my guide and in the last update I said we should get the 20%
rally and then another sharp fall. You can see how this played out in the chart of 1929...

1929 versus 2020 is not a perfect fit, but it is contextually fantastic. The current situation is running faster
than 1929, but other than that it’s near perfect.
Firstly, the decade prior to 1929 and the decade prior to 2020 are very similar... two peaks and a bubble...
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Then when we look at the current peak and fall versus 1929, it’s startlingly clear how similar this is...

But scaling makes it tricky. My point is that this 20% rally is probably the 20% rally from October 29 th,
1929 to October 31st, 1929; a two-day affair.
This is another way of looking at it...
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Or if we rebase both indices, this helps you understand where I am coming from...

And here is the closer chart, in case you still don’t see it...

What this in effect means is that there is a decent probability that the SPX falls to 2000 or even 1900
into the first week or two of April. Ignore the dates on the rebased charts above, that just shows that
this is going faster, currently. The April date comes from the following chart, just to be clear...
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It is not an exact science. The low could be a week or two after that. I just don’t know. But the first week
or so of April feels right.

Why does the first week of April matter? Well, that is when Europe might possibly see peak rates of
COVID. However, in the next two weeks, we are going to see the numbers in Europe and the US increase,
the US dramatically so...
Those ultra-focused financial market participants know this in advance. I mean we do, right? But does
Joe Public, Peter the Pension Fund Manager, Roger the Risk Manager or Harry the standard Hedge Fund
Manager? No. They are all trading headlines and are the panic.
We are trading the panic. Peak panic will come into early April. At that point, the US will realise how
badly behind they are and all hope will be lost. And that exactly mirrors our chart of Eurodollars from
2001...
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It all fits well for me.
So, I think we have a week or two left of peak fear... and then we can play out a larger correction as
everyone looks at “hope” as their strategy.

Hope that this is a V-shape or hope that this is a short U-shape and that the dip is to be bought.
We have seen some of the largest global stimulus in all recorded history – both from the government
and central bank. In the past that has ALWAYS worked.
And to be honest, that is the right thing. We don’t have the visibility out a few months at this point, so
discounting some upside makes sense. It will be a “prove it” market for the bears, as opposed to the

“prove it” market for the bulls that we are still in.
And that is the identical narrative shift from 1929 to 1930 – the six-month bounce...

If the SPX gets to 1900, then that rally would get to around 2800.
Seems pretty plausible to me. I might even trade it from the long side for a bit but I don’t like to be too
cute so it would be very tactical.
It also matches 2002 in Eurodollars, overleaf... suggesting that late summer would be the peak in
optimism...
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This time, maybe the rally lasts six months. Maybe it lasts three. Maybe we don’t get the last leg lower.
We will have to see.
And then the world falls apart.

It Falls Apart
What is unfolding has elements of all the macro events of my lifetime plus 1929, all rolled into one.
The everything crisis
It has elements of the Asian crisis, which was a debt crisis and the crushing of hubris; it has elements of
2000, which was an equity bubble; it has elements of 2008, which was a liquidity crisis and it has
elements of 1929 which was all of them, plus a currency crisis and a solvency crisis.
Going into this current event we were faced with some of the biggest macro imbalances the world has
ever seen – very similar again to 1929 – which I will address in the Feature Article section.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The largest equity bubble of all time (Pension Crisis and Buyback Bubble).
The largest wave of retirees of all time (The Pension Crisis, where retirees own all the stocks and
credit).
The largest corporate credit bubble of all time (The Doom Loop).
The student loan bubble.
The auto loan bubble.
The Indexation bubble.
The ETF /market structure bubble.
The Foreign Borrowings Bubble (The Dollar Standard Bubble).
The bubble in monetary policy (The Central Bank bubble).
An EU banking crisis.

These were all in place and, just as the Fed tightened and caused a slowdown, Trump shattered
global supply chains by initiating trade wars, and then the Black Swan of the corona virus hit.
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I have talked a lot about market structure, implied short volatility and the fragilities of the financial
plumbing. They are all part of the mix too. They all add gasoline to the fire.
When I step back and look at it like this, I just do not see a world in which all of these don’t implode at
the same time, over an extended period of time.
If the largest GDP shock – driven by the largest supply and demand and liquidity shock in all
recorded history – doesn’t ignite this then we can all go home and declare macro dead.

I just don’t see a world where this doesn’t cause it. And that would trigger the biggest fear of all – the
thing the central banks have been fighting for the last twenty years – a full scale debt deflation and
solvency crisis leading to a loss of confidence in the Dollar Standard and the entire financial system
architecture as we know it today.
I think this is about to play out and that this first act was just the appetizer. The main feast is to come...
Writings of a madman
Christ, I sound like a crackpot! A mad prepper who thinks the sky is falling. But I just don’t see it any
other way. Whilst I don’t know how long this takes to play out, I do know as well as you, that I can be

wrong; this is all a thesis to be tested...
Let’s group all these things together for some clarity:
The death of pensions and the cult of equity
The pension crisis of an aging population that needs to sell assets (too much of which is in equities and
credit) and the death of corporate buybacks, all mean that equities are unlikely to find secular buying,
just cyclical, as in Japan. In a bear market, there are only sellers. That exposes the death of the cult of
equity – all sellers and no buyers – on a secular basis as well as a cyclical one.
Japan lost 80% in this transition... and never recovered...
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Europe has lost 63% thus far and has not recovered. I think Europe will fall 80%+ and still not recover...

Thus far, US equities have fallen $12tn in market cap – around 57% of nominal GDP! Bond yields have
gone to zero.
The damage this does to the US pension system is incomprehensible. The Baby Boomers will sell
every rally they can to protect their last, rapidly diminishing nest egg.

The Baby Boomers are totally fucked. I have been publicly warning and warning about this.
They are going to be sellers for the next decade in the greatest exit from equities since the 1930s. The
issues with market structures, ETFs, implied short vol strategies etc., are going to remove their faith in
financial markets. They will suffer unexpected losses in things they didn’t understand.
A consumption crisis

And therefore, with all of that, the Baby Boomers are going to stop spending.
The chances of the Baby Boomer generation coming out of this liquidation and spending money is close
to zero. This generation drove consumption for forty years. That has ended as of this month. This will
change the structure of the US economy for the next twenty years.
That means even slower growth.
A debt crisis
Slower growth means that the debt load of students, car owners and – most importantly – corporations,
makes it very hard to avoid a debt deflation over time. They can’t service their debts. There just is not
the cash flow to support the debt. Not at household level nor at corporation level.
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Ford is the classic example of this in action. As I feared, they have been downgraded from BBB to BB+
(junk) ...

US corporations have some $10tn of debt (and these are just the on-balance sheet debts) ...

And most of that debt is BBB and will be downgraded to junk. That leaves forced selling of credit and
no buyers. The junk bond market is going to freeze entirely, unable to cope with all the new entrants
into the indices.
The whole credit market is going to shut down in due course.
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And that weighs on growth and sucks up capital from the financial system, forcing central banks and
governments to put it onto their balance sheets.
The government is already 110% of GDP in debt... expect that to go up 50% or 100% in the coming
years...

And expect the Fed Balance Sheet to at least double, probably triple (or maybe even more) ...
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And all of that is going to destroy velocity of money for a very long time...

And that means that money will be in short supply (that is a debt deflation).
A Dollar Standard crisis
Less available dollars, in a world of a massive dollar shortage, drives up the dollar creating a shortage
both home and abroad. Money printing does not make the dollars available. They get stuck in the
financial system and hoarded.

Money for the banks, no money for the debtors...
The domestic shortage of dollars means that money gets hoarded while defaults rise. And the shortage
abroad means that $13tn of debt scrambles for the available dollars as world growth slows and banks
are less free with capital.
Don’t forget – the $13tn short dollar positions (foreign dollar debt held mainly by foreign
corporation and investment vehicles) is the largest position ever taken in the history of global
financial markets.
It can only mean a massive, uncontrolled dollar rally. QE will not fix this. Swap lines will not fix this. A
debt jubilee would fix this or multiple trillions of dollars in write-downs and defaults.
It is the dollar strength that brings to world to its nadir (just like the 1930s). It is the dollar system that
is the really big problem.

The dollar has eaten all of its competitors and now it is going to eat itself.
This eventually breaks the dollar after a super-spike as global central banks are forced to find
alternatives. They are already working on digital currencies for exactly this.
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All the central banks have raised the issue of the unsustainable dollar system. The Dollar Standard will
be sacrificed for something different.
Somewhere within this, the EU will lose its banking system....

And we can say sayonara to the Japanese banking system too...
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Finally, that entire shitshow of global debt and pension losses of, let’s say $50tn, goes onto the
governments’ – and therefore the central banks’ – balance sheets, leading to a loss of faith in the
financial system and money itself.

Yup. The whole fucking enchilada.
We knew all of this was coming in one way, shape or form, but what we didn’t know is when it would
happen and over what timeline.
We now have as much clarity as we could ever hope for, it is highly possible to play out over the next
two to three years.
Thus, what I think is the likely outcome of the biggest economic event of our lifetimes – is an
even bigger economic event.

The Insolvency
Let me explain...
Going back to the chart of 1929 helps clarify what I am talking about. I am not expecting it to follow
this exactly, but more the general idea of the chart...

The six-month rally from 1929 to 1930 faded as hope gave way to economic reality. The loss of 50% of
GDP in equity market cap over a short period of time cascaded into a solvency event.
That is what I think is probably coming.
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I think that growth will not recover meaningfully from this massive economic hit. I think the narrative of
hope is a false hope. I would handicap a U-shaped recovery at 30%. I’d handicap a full debt deflation at
70%.
Yeah. 70%.
This is where we have to live in the future a bit in order to understand all the implications...

The best way to explain is to let the Prime Minister of Singapore do it for me...
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eIVjXfE3Tls
I think his point is spot on.

Singapore has – by all measures – had a good crisis thus far. They were early and aggressive in how
they dealt with the virus, but that is not a victory. Lee makes it clear that the entire country and all
individuals will be on high alert to try and contain any new outbreaks. They will remain essentially closed
to the outside world.
Lee correctly states that there is no V-shape, no U-shape and the best to expect is an L-shape or even
worse. You see, the global economy cannot recover for a year or two.
There is no vaccine to come that can be mass deployed until – at very best – Q3. You simply can’t give
it to 8bn people. Even getting it to 1bn in the developed world would be an operation on a scale never
before achieved. Then there is the very real risk of virus mutation, which is already happening.

Yes, we will figure it out eventually, but when??? This year is a write-off.
There is the very real issue from maybe August onwards, of a second wave. It doesn’t have to prove to
be the Spanish Flu-level second wave that was devasting; just the fear that it could be, is enough.
We can use China as our lead again, as she is a couple of months ahead of everyone else.
China is going back to work. That is the narrative. The truth is that Wuhan is scarred by what happened.
Traffic is not bouncing back and there are riots. People are rightly terrified by what occurred (and we
don’t really know the truth as to how bad it really was).

Traffic in Beijing is returning on weekdays, but on weekends it’s still down 80%. People are forced by
necessity or order to go back to work, but they have changed their behaviour on weekends. See overleaf;
they don’t go out...
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An event like this will shatter societal trust. If we don’t trust each other then we can’t function.
The scared and the scarred
I bet all of you are going through the same thing right now. You go to the store, you don’t want
to get near anyone, you don’t know who has the virus, you don’t want to touch anything, you go
home and wash furiously. We are all the same.

But when are you not going to do that? When are you going to a concert? A sports game? An airport?
On a flight? On a cruise? In any crowded space?
Not for a long time.

“What happens if they’ve got it? What happens if the second wave is coming? What do I do when the
Shelter in Place ends? I don’t want to be around people. Do I want to go back to the office? Will I get it
and risk my parents? What happens if it mutates and the vaccines don’t work?” etc. etc. etc...
Yup. We are all going to go through that collectively as a global society, and it will go on and on until
we accept the new normal: that the world has a new virus and it’s pretty nasty, add it to the list that I
need a vaccine for.
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Countries will go through the same. China has just closed its doors to foreigners. Fear of foreigners

carrying the virus is the new normal.
Singapore will do the same. It won’t take the risk. No one will. Every country will keep their borders

firmly shut.
Individual rational actions create the madness of crowds and thus the Law of Unintended
Consequences.
The scenario I am describing is what a really bad, extended recession looks like. It also is what broken
supply chains look like and an ongoing collapse in global demand.
If a significant portion of the population or countries act in a manner that seems rational in protecting
their own interests, the outcome can only be a massive ongoing contraction in growth.
China again is our test case. Her borders are shut. She is trying to get people back to work but they are
psychologically affected. And even worse, as factories get up and running, they are finding out that
there are no orders for their goods.
You see the US is the world’s biggest importer. Demand has been destroyed. The EU is the largest
economic trading bloc on earth. Demand has been destroyed. Asian demand is destroyed too. South
America and Africa are next.

Factories running without orders is a recipe for debt default – all overheads and no revenue.
This is a world that is worse than the L-shape. This is a world where we take a big hit, get a QoQ
bounce but YoY we keep showing negative GDP for a year or probably more.
And in that world, there is not enough cash flow to support the debt loads. It is impossible.
The only answer is more debt (loans by governments or bailouts), more debt forgiveness
(default) and a rolling debt crisis that turns into what I think will be the largest global solvency
crisis the world has seen in modern times.

This is what I think is probable, not just possible.
The only answer to this will be yet more debt and the biggest transfer of debts in history from the
private sector to the government sector and eventually onto the central bank balance sheets via the
printing press.
There is no option.
Whatever the governments are doing now does not help the future. The $6tn of so of packages in the
US and all the QE just paper over the cracks of maybe $20tn of losses in equities and credit in the US
alone and a $2tn loss in Q1 GDP.
This is not stimulus. You need to understand this key fact. This is just trying to replace lost demand.
Stimulus needs to be incremental above the lost demand . We aren’t even in the same ballpark yet.
Let’s assume equities and credit bounce back 50% in the next three or four months, then we have a
$10tn loss in asset prices and let’s say another $2tn in GDP as growth remains in a depression.
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So, just to break even, the Fed and the Government need to offset $14tn. Well, that isn’t going to happen
yet.
All the actions by governments and central banks are really to try to offset just the next three
months of total demand collapse. There is literally no plan for how to deal with a demand collapse
and an ongoing solvency crisis.
This is why the rally will die and reality will take over. We are not prepared for what is coming.
Everyone is focused on the now and not the future. They will all likely be wrong.
All the balance sheets are impaired. There is no cash. At household level it is terrifying...

The endless bailout
And before you know it, as firms and individuals and pensions start going to the wall, they will begin to
inject more, bail out more, do more...
And the numbers will go up into the tens of trillions around the world.
Then you have the tricky situation of the $13tn dollars that need to be paid back from abroad. Global
trade will remain negative for at least a year, maybe two, maybe more...

This is why I think that from later in the summer, barring some miracle, we end up sliding towards the
biggest mess imaginable.
I do not see how the actions of governments or central banks can change the fear function of
humans or countries and this is THE problem. Not the lack of vaccine, not the death rate, not the
rate of change, but the FEAR and the resultant reaction function.
The debt deflation
And that all leads me back to the charts I bring up each and every month. The charts that are clearly
showing that we are just starting the biggest debt deflation in history...
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The Reuters All Commodity Index...

The CRB...
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Or the CRB Raw Industrial Commodity Index...

Or Oil... which could literally go to zero (as Nat Gas has done in the past, maybe even negative) ...
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But even if oil is negative, inflation-adjusted it would be positive... but at the all-time lows...

Now THAT, dear reader, is a deflation.
In bond yields, it is clear that they will need to go negative to avoid a tightening of financial conditions
when the massive wave of deflation hits. Negative bond yields further create deflation and a pension
crisis...
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And that would imply that Fed Funds could go negative to -2% or more...

And that the Dow could go to 6000, a fall of 80%...

The commodity charts tell me what IS happening, while the bond and equities charts tell me the possible
outcomes.
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UGLY. Beyond ugly.
And the dollar tells me that the Dollar Standard system is going to break...
The ADXY...

The Euro...
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The Yen...

The RMB...

This is what lies ahead.
Things Fall Apart.
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Where are we now?
As I have made clear, I think that we are in the final stages of the liquidation and panic stage.
I think the stock market breaks again. We are at the top of Wave 4 in Elliott Wave and we have Wave 5
to come into April...

I think US 10-Year Bonds are going to near-zero in yield in this phase...
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5-Year Note yields are going to zero...

And 2-Years are probably going to go negative. Yup...

I think the easiest trade for the next few weeks is bonds. After that equities (but playing for a potential
leg lower comes with a lot of risk).
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In FX, the picture has been clouded by the dollar swap lines. So much funding pressure built up over
the last few weeks that the dollar exploded higher and then shot back down as the swaps helped
alleviate pressure...

That was an extraordinarily sharp and painful move. It serves as a reminder that I can’t get everything
right in terms of timing!
The swap lines are just essentially debt extensions. It solves nothing of the underlying problem, it just
solves a short-term credit crunch. Also, the borrowers currently are not banks, but foreign corporations,
who cannot get easy access via banks to the swaps. It doesn’t really help; it just helped the banks in the
interim.
I don’t think I’m wrong on the dollar longer term or even in the medium term. It is one of my strongest
held views. The GMI FX Basket of 27 equally weighted currencies shows that the dollar is going a lot
further over time... but it might test the breakdown first...
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But the question is, where does the dollar go from here in the short term?
The long-term set-up for the dollar is clear. It is going a lot higher, but we need to see what our risk to
long-dollar trades are in the meantime...
I think the dollar rejected its breakout and now needs to create a larger pattern, probably a wedge (if it
does, it will create a very, very explosive platform from which to burst out from later in the year) ...
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That gives downside of 96, and a break of 103 to the upside will bring fireworks. It’s tough to know
when this will come.
When we look at the DXY (inverted here YoY) versus the ECRI, the set-up for an explosive dollar rally is
very close! We should be expecting a 20% rally or more...

I will sit tight with my FX positions for now and see how this plays out. The upside for the dollar is too
mesmerising...

Trade Recommendations:
Buy 10-Year Bonds
Buy 5-Year Notes
Buy 2-Year Notes
Sell SPX Futures (stop loss 2650, just in case I’m wrong.
Also, options are too expensive!)
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The Economy
Let’s take a quick look at the economy, using ECRI which is our most up-to-date data. It is likely to get
worse in the next month or two also...
The picture is one of total devastation...

The Unemployment Rate is going to explode (inverted on this chart) ... 20% or more unemployed...
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Industrial Production is going to collapse...

US Exports are about to suffer their largest decline in all history...
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Capital Goods New Orders will be toast...

The financial situation is going to get bad...
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Restaurants will be destroyed... the fall will be worse than this chart suggests...

Retail is going to die...
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US banks are going to fall further...

The S&P 500 Cash Flow is going to collapse...
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It looks like the S&P 500 has more to go...

On a global scale, Trade Volume will collapse...
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Ditto for World PMI...

This is unprecedented.

The Future
When I look ahead, all I see is the potential risk of the failure of our very system of money or less
dramatically, our current financial architecture. I doubt it will go in one big boom, but more a long,
drawn-out bleed. Literally every single institution on earth will be trying to save it. I don’t think it can be
saved without becoming even more of a Frankenstein’s monster. It already is a deformed beast after
the last crisis and barely functions.
I am not comfortable with the risk of leaving over FDIC limits of savings over time in banks or in cash.
It is not an immediate concern, but it is a possible future concern.
The only answers that make any sense are gold and bitcoin.
Gold is the protection of our assets. Bitcoin is the call option on the future system.
Both are going to save us and probably make us rich.
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Gold is working well against all global currencies. It will continue to do so...

When we look at the inflation-adjusted chart of Gold, it will massively accelerate in the future...
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And the break of $1800 is the trigger...

But I’m just not sure it can break out yet. It still feels a bit rangebound... it probably breaks out when
the dollar breaks out, maybe before. The dollar and gold are going up together... but in the end, gold
will be the only man left standing...
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Gold is going to massively outperform equities....

And in a world where bond yields don’t exist or are negative and have limited ability for capital gains,
then gold may well begin to replace bonds in portfolios. The new-style balanced portfolio will have
much more gold than they do now.
Gold can go up 3x or 5x in the next three to five years.
Bitcoin, well, that’s a different story. I think it can get to $1m in the same period. I think it can go from
a $200bn asset class to a $10tn asset class. Gold, as a comparison is around $15tn now, including paper
gold. If gold goes up 5x, it becomes a $60tn asset (don’t forget the value of the dollar isn’t steady so
the dollar comps are a bit meaningless).

So, would it be crazy for Bitcoin to have a $10tn valuation? After all, it isn’t just a currency or even a
store of value. It is an entire trusted, verified, secure, financial and accounting system of digital value
that can never be created outside of the cryptographic algorithm. It is nothing short of the future of our
entire medium of exchange system, and of money itself and the platform on which it operates.
I’d also include all the other parts of the system too from digital central bank currencies, private
currencies based on those such as Libra, all the other digital assets from Ethereum to Ripple and EOS,
along with all the tokens.
All of that combined will be the next $100tn+ financial system.
Bitcoin is a call option on it all. It is the future.
It is already the best performing asset in all recorded history, and it has only been going for ten
years. And it was born out of the financial crisis for exactly what is about to come in this crisis.
This is literally what bitcoin was invented for.
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And the chart is spectacular... I think it hits $100,000 in the next two years alone...

But it could go to $1m in the same time period...

Sure, it might go lower first. But that is good.
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Personally, I am buying each and every day right now. I want to own as much as I can.
I think this is the biggest trade of our lifetimes and just at the time when we need it the most.
This is not an equity that is going to go up 200x, this is an entire ASSET class.
We all need to own physical gold in storage, instead of cash in the bank. Make that change slowly, over
time. This is not urgent.
We all need to have Bitcoin.
How much you have of each is up to you.
The allocation I am personally aiming for, on my total available liquid assets is 25% trading investments,
25% cash (all dollars), 25% gold, 25% bitcoin.
I’m putting my money where my mouth is.

Note:
At this point, I again want to be clear that forecasting out beyond a few months is a complex and
risky affair in an environment like this. I think that the markets will have some respite for a while.
It will then be upon me to test my thesis that the insolvency event is upon us.
The world may have changed by then.
My job is to grapple with the probabilities of the future. I can only offer what I think is the most
likely outcome at this stage. I think I’m going to be right, but I sure as hell don’t know it. But I’d
give it a 60%+ chance.
Let’s see how this all pans out.
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Understanding the 1930s Parallel
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As you know by now, I am using the 1930s as the best parallel for what is happening today.
The 1930s was a depression built on the unwind of a debt bubble (household, corporation and foreign
borrowers), the unwind of an equity bubble, a liquidation event and the unwind of the excesses of a
globalisation bubble.
It was the largest debt deflation in modern history, and I think we are about to repeat it. And I think the
answers will be similar to the solution for this depression.
Even the timelines are sticking...
Look again at this chart...
The run up to the 1930s were similar... the panic of 1920 was equivalent in this framework to the financial
crisis of 2008, a precursor to the main event...

As you can see overleaf, 1920 saw a 45% fall in equities and a 7% fall in GNP...
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But after that came the real bubble...

It is generally accepted that the period of 1924 to 1927 was a situation where the dollar was too strong.
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The US was accumulating gold reserves versus other countries (dollar strength) ...

And this was making the pound very weak...
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The British could not cut rates for risk of losing more gold reserves but, at the same time, the UK was
experiencing deflation. This was due to the debts owed after WW1...

The Federal Reserve decided to cut interest rates to halt the run on the Pound and try to get gold to
flow from the US to Europe.
This reminds me a lot of the period of 2015/2016 when the dollar began to explode higher. It forced
the ECB and more importantly, the largest debtor nation, China to cut rates and stimulate. Both printed
money, expanding the central bank balance sheets and China undertook an enormous fiscal stimulus.
Europe could allow for its currency to fall 25% but China was essentially pegged so could only manage
a 15% devaluation of her currency to help stimulate her own economy and the global economy.
The result was too much global stimulus in a world where the US economy was by far the best and
easily had the highest rates and so capital left the rest of the world and fled to the US.
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And the SPX, after a short correction, took off versus MSCI World Ex-US. The US was capturing all of the
world’s capital...

The dollar corrected for a short period (after the attempted Shanghai Accord) and then began to take
off again as capital poured into the US...
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Although the mechanism of China and Europe cutting was distinct to the US having to cut in 1927, the
results were the same: a stock market boom in the US against a backdrop of the Fed having to raise
rates to cool the economy...

When the bubble popped in the US in 1929, there was a liquidation event striking in its similarity to
today...

But the parallels don’t end there...
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On October 24th, 1929, the Fed undertook an emergency rate cut, much like the cut on March 3 rd, 2020.
By October 28th, 1929, the Fed began injecting money into the banking system. In present day terms
adjusted by GDP, it was around $1tn ($50m). The next day then did another $1.3tn ($65m). The banks
then took around $200bn of loans onto their books. This is very similar to now, over a very similar time
period in a market that looks near identical...
Stocks back in 1929 lost 50% of GDP in market cap. We are currently around the same. The market in
1929 eventually stabilised and rallied for six months. But during that rally the economy fell apart, exactly
like I am currently expecting...
Loan growth cratered....

The ISM Equivalent (the Treasury Survey) continued to fall...
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Same with Industrial Production...

Unemployment began to rise sharply...
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Things like Steel Production kept falling...

Exports fell off a cliff....
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Nominal GDP dropped, stabilised for a quarter and then fell again...

And CPI, lagging as ever, finally rolled over and died...
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The Fed paused over that six-month rally and soon realised that they had to continue to keep cutting...

The six-month stock market rally in 1929 to 1930 was built on a false promise – that things were to
revert back to normal.
And as the US economy began to completely unravel, the US Dollar got even stronger. You see, the
issue was that everyone owed the US huge amounts under the Dawes Plan. The dollar continued to rise
in value as gold poured into the US...
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The stock market fell 85% from that rally peak...

As the global economy collapsed, the result was that almost every country in the world defaulted on
their debts. Back in the 1930s, the dollar debts owed by foreigners were as enormous as now. Currently
it is around 60% of US GDP. Under the Dawes Plan, the amount of debts owed to the US for war loans
was similar to the current amount of dollar debt held by foreign corporations. Only around 10% of the
Dawes debt was paid off by the end of the 1930s...
The UK devalued in 1929 and 1930...
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The Germans in 1931...

By 1933, the global economy was in tatters, but the worst hit was the US economy due to its excessive
leverage and its excessively strong currency. The rest of the world was spared the worst of the crisis (but
it was still catastrophic). They were saved by debt defaults and massive currency devaluations.
By 1933, the US was on its knees and it was time to take action...
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The New Deal was enacted, giving a stimulus equivalent to 40% of GDP or around $6.5tn in today’s
terms (after the 25% fall in GDP by 1933 is accounted for).
The US restructured the entire financial system, devalued the dollar 40% versus gold, helped stimulate
home ownership, removed trade tariffs, created the pension system to protect people from the excesses
of the business cycle, put workers’ rights in place and increased taxation on the rich, and closed
corporation tax loopholes.
This is exactly how I see the 2020s play out.
Country after country will default on their debts and devalue their currencies, driving the dollar ever
higher, with China being the big one.

The US will eventually have to devalue its currency and the Dollar Standard will be dead. The current
financial system will completely change so that not one currency can dominate world trade. It will be a
digital basket of currencies.
There will be an enormous push for gigantic fiscal packages based around environmental fiscal stimulus
and also technology. There will be huge attempts to address the rich/poor divide. All our institutions on
a global level will be entirely restructured.
This is coming. This is the fourth turning.

What was the result of all of this (the thing that the more conservative voters globally fear)?
Growth exploded and grew faster than debts. It was probably the most successful series of economic
packages of all time. After World War II, the same policies were adopted and the greatest economic
boom in history took place.

Can we or will we have a war first? Probably, possibly. I just don’t know. Between whom? I have no idea.
If we do, think of it as the end of an era and not the beginning. That sounds bizarrely optimistic, I know...

The 2020s is going to be the defining decade of the next hundred years. The history of the 1930s tells
us that.
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FREE THOUGHTS

In Free Thoughts, we collate snippets of information, news clippings, charts, web links and observations
from various news sources and external research to stimulate thinking and keep on top of developments
that could form the basis of investments at a later stage.
I hope you find it useful.
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This.

And this. No savings in this crisis. Government subsidies will not help past three months...
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Could this be something?

The Pension Crisis hits Oz...

https://www.afr.com/policy/tax-and-super/super-funds-in-escalating-plea-over-cash-shortfall20200327-p54ei2
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Things are looking bad down under...

Australia has probably the largest mismanagement of COVID of any developed nation...
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This rams the point home...

But the US is a close second...
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I think this makes a key point...

The credit markets are a total shit show...

And if this doesn’t terrify you, nothing will....
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Gold miners got clocked in 1929 liquidations and then took off. I expect similar. Soon will be the time
to buy...

This is going to be a key issue – fear combined with fatigue...
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If you want some really long-term perspective, how about this....

And just remember this...
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BUSINESS CYCLE

Welcome to the Business Cycle.

Global PMI should give you a good understanding of the global cycle at a glance.
The Signal looks to join a thread of data around the world to bring global context to shifts in the
business cycle.

In Depth takes an in-depth look at a region, economy, a data point, or anything else that we think will
add some value.
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Global PMI

China closed many businesses and instigated quarantine two months ago to contain the virus spread
and so we are now seeing the first wave of PMIs widely impacted by the shutdown.
Europe became the epicentre of virus spread in March. As countries are now putting quarantines in
place, we can expect the March and April prints to be very similar to those coming out of Asia.
Finally, the virus contagion is now accelerating within the US and will likely paralyse the economy to a
certain degree.
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As Chinese PMI collapsed, the global manufacturing sector is about to do the same...

The PMI March print is likely to be bad for large Asian Economies...
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But also, for the smaller ones too...

In Europe, the fall has been slow but, as many countries shut down in March, this will most like
accelerate...
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Especially if Manufacturing PMI follows the path services have taken...

If the US Regional Surveys are accurate, ISM should fall sharply this month... but the worst is yet to
come...
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Especially, as Markit PMI services collapsed... and the virus keeps spreading...

We will understand the real damage when quarantine conditions are lifted, but for the time being I
expect Global PMI to reach the 2008 low in the next two to three months...
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The Signal

As global trade slows and countries shut down, from a trade point of view, Argentina yet again is going
to suffer greatly.
Not only will they will have to deal with a global slowdown as well as the virus spreading domestically,
but you can expect the Argentinean Peso to weaken as FX reserves are melting and foreign debt is very
high...
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As Industrial Production is at its lowest since 2002, Argentina is heading into another crisis...

The fall in Argentinean industrial production was partly due to the decline of the global auto sector...
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Argentinean GDP is currently heading towards recession...

As the world came to a halt in an attempt to prevent the virus from spreading, we expect Argentina’s
exports to collapse...
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If exports collapse, External Debt is going to become a real burden...

The Argentinean Government is already delving into their FX Reserves to avoid a currency collapse...
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If temperature proves to be a factor in the spread of the coronavirus, with autumn just beginning, the
COVID-19 spread curve is now in play...

We expect Consumer Confidence to collapse...
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In Depth

As there are now more than 650,000 COVID-19 Confirmed Cases Globally, we are seeing the first big
wave of economic data impacted by the virus spread. Whilst this first wave most likely represents the
impact of China closing, the subsequent ones will show the result of other countries shutting down.
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We have very little economic data coming out of China but, as they are slowly re-opening to business,
this should change in the coming weeks. Meanwhile, corporate profits have collapsed...

But Hong Kong Exports surprised massively, with a +4.3% print, when the figures were expected to
remain near an all-time low...
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Taiwan appears to have benefitted from the Chinese lockdown as Taiwanese Industrial Production
spiked up to a ten-year high...

Whereas Singapore GDP QoQ% advance print suggests a -10% drop for Q1. Bear in mind that Singapore
has had no lockdown and so far, only 802 COVID-19 confirmed cases...
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In Europe, the situation is going to become complicated for Germany, where Industrial Production’s
growth was already negative...

German Consumer Confidence is going to plummet...
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IFO Expectations collapsed the most-ever on record...

... and the same goes for German IFO Business Climate...
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The German ZEW Economic Growth Expectations also collapsed...

German Services PMI crumpled...
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In France, Business Confidence collapsed the most on record...

French Services PMI nosedived...
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As in France, Italy’s Business Confidence is plummeting at the fastest pace ever recorded...

Logically, impacting Italy’s Economic Sentiment...
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In the UK, Services PMI collapsed...

Europe is looking bad and, as lockdown persists, next month will most likely be worse...
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In the US as expected, Initial Jobless Claims went through the roof...

And watch out! As businesses remain closed in California and New York, this week’s initial jobless claims
will convert into Continuing Claims next week... here is an estimate including this week’s print...
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Like other regional indices last week, the Kansas City Fed Index just collapsed...

... which gives us a good idea of what to expect for ISM...
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And the US Markit Composite collapsed, driven by a collapse in Services PMI...

We should really feel the impact from New York and California’s shutdown in next month’s Services PMI
print... unless businesses re-open...
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CHARTS THAT MAKE YOU GO HMMM...
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1. Gold Mining Stocks
These stocks are still basing. A break of $32 and they are going to double, fast...

2. US Energy Stocks
I did warn you about the largest head-and-shoulders top I’ve ever seen...
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3. EU Energy Stocks
I also did warn you about EU Energy Stocks... an epic top will be followed by an epic collapse...

4. Cyprus
Cyprus is the proof that my theory of bombed-out markets sometimes doesn’t work. This index is down
more than any other stock index in all history...
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5. Saudi Equities
Looks like ARAMCO was the death knell, along with that pesky oil price war...

6. Tech Stocks
The bear market hasn’t really started until people sell their index funds and kill the tech names. They
have continued to outperform the Russell 2000...
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7. Indian Bonds
In a world desperate for yield, Indian Bonds are the last bastion. They will go to 2% to 3% in this cycle...

8. Google
This is an advertising company dressed up as a tech stock. People don’t get the joke, watch out when
they do. This will be down 70%...
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POSITIONS
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CORE TRADE
Trade Recommendations

Entry Date

Entry Price

YTD

Sell ADXY

Apr 1st ‘19

105.16

3.62%

Buy DXY

Apr 1st ‘19

96.389

1.17%

Sell AUD

Jan 27th ’20

0.676

9.61%

Sell EUR

Jan 27th ’20

1.101

-1.10%

Buy $/KRW

Feb 2nd ‘20

1196.89

1.23%

Buy $/BRL

Feb 2nd ‘20

4.2696

19.08%

Sell GBP

Mar 17th ‘20

1.2098

-2.91%

Sell JPY (Buy $/JPY)

Mar 17th ‘20

106.80

1.07%

Closed Trades 2020

Inception Date

Closing Date

YTD

Buy US 10-Yr Bonds

Jan 27th ’20

March 2nd ‘20

55.44 bps + 0.20%

Buy US 2-Yr Note

Jan 27th ’20

1.44

102.1 bps + 0.26%

Buy Dec 2020 Eurodollar Futures

Jan 27th ’20

98.565

103 Ticks

Buy Dec 2021 Eurodollar Futures

Jan 27th ’20

98.63

88 Ticks
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TACTICAL
Trade Recommendations

Entry Date

Entry Price

YTD

Buy Yuan Sep 1st 7.30 Calls

March 2nd ‘20

0.42%

5 bps

Inception Date

Closing Date

YTD

May 6th ‘19

Mar 2nd ‘20

874%

Buy Dec 2020 Eurodollar 99 Calls

July 29th ‘19

Mar 2nd ‘20

650%

Buy June 2020 99 Calls/Sell June 2020 98.125 Puts

Sep 2nd ‘19

Mar 2nd ‘20

3975%

Buy CDX 5-Yr IG Index

June 3rd ‘19

Mar 17th ‘20

174.30%

Buy CDS 5-Yr HY Index

June 3rd ‘19

Mar 17th ‘20

129.59%

Buy August $80 Puts on HYG

Mar 2nd ‘20

Mar 17th ‘20

385.47%

Sell SPX Futures

Mar 6th ‘20

Mar 17th ‘20

17.79%

Buy SPX June 2600 Puts

Mar 6th ‘20

Mar 17th ‘20

263.5%

Sell Oil Futures

Mar 6th ‘20

Mar 17th ‘20

34.93%

Closed Trades 2020

Buy 2x EDZ0 Dec 2020 98.5 Calls
and Sell 1x 97.5 Puts
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LONG TERM RISK
Trade Recommendations

Entry Date

Entry Price

% Since Inception

Buy Gold vs. GMI FX Basket

May 31st ‘19

18.70

42.78%

Buy the US 2s 10s Swaps YC

Oct 1st ‘19

14 bps

14 bps

Buy 2-Yr Euro/USD 1.00 Puts

June 3rd ‘19

0.5%

5 bps

Buy 2-Yr Aussie/USD 0.6 Puts

June 3rd ‘19

1.28%

-2 bps

Buy 2-Yr USD/Taiwan 36 Calls

June 3rd ‘19

0.77%

-3 bps

Buy 3-Yr USD/JPY 120 Calls

June 3rd ‘19

0.63%

-1 bps

Buy Bitcoin

June 23rd ‘19

7,692.00

-27.93%
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Housekeeping:
As you can imagine, I have huge numbers of people asking for very frequent advice and I’m struggling
to keep on top of it all.
As GMI members, you do have access to me from time to time to ask questions, swap ideas etc.
But many of you have asked whether I can help give more frequent consultancy-type advice in these
times, so I have decided to offer personal consultant services over this period, where I will charge a
retainer fee for much closer access and more granular advice in running risk, strategy and portfolio
construction, depending on how much of my time you need.
I want to help as many of you as possible make money or protect your portfolios, and this is the most
manageable way for me to do it – to charge for my time, as per is more normal for research services
such as GMI.
Those of you who don’t need that level of service, obviously still have the ability to occasionally have a
call, swap emails etc.
I really hope I can help in these very, very complex times.
Please send me an email at raoul@globalmacroinvestor.com to discuss.
Thanks.
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BACKGROUND

Raoul Pal has been publishing Global Macro Investor since January 2005 to provide original, high quality,
quantifiable and easily readable research for the global macro investment community hedge funds,
family offices, pension funds and sovereign wealth funds. It draws on his considerable 29 years of
experience in advising hedge funds and managing a global macro hedge fund.
Global Macro Investor has one of the very best, proven track records of any newsletter in the industry,
producing extremely positive returns in eleven out of the last fifteen years.
Raoul Pal retired from managing client money at the age of 36 in 2004 and now lives in the tiny
Caribbean island of Little Cayman in the Cayman Islands.
He is also the founder of Real Vision Television, the world’s first on-demand TV channel for finance:
www.realvision.com
Previously he co-managed the GLG Global Macro Fund in London for GLG Partners, one of the largest
hedge fund groups in the world.
Raoul moved to GLG from Goldman Sachs where he co-managed the hedge fund sales business in
Equities and Equity Derivatives in Europe. In this role, Raoul established strong relationships with many
of the world’s pre-eminent hedge funds, learning from their styles and experiences.
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